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Abstract.

Following the tradition of modeling fluvial landscape evolution, a novel approach describing glacial erosion based on an

empirical stream power law was proposed. This approach differs substantially from well established process-based models

applied to describe glacial erosion in mountain landscapes. Outstanding computational performance but a number of potential

limitations compared to process-based models requires extensive testing to evaluate the applicability of this novel approach.5

In this study, we test the validity of the glacial stream power law and its implementation into a 2-D landform evolution model

(OpenLEM) by benchmarking it against a state of the art surface process model based on the integrated second order shallow-

ice approximation (iSOSIA).

Despite completely different approaches, OpenLEM and iSOSIA predict similar ice flow patterns and erosion rates for a

wide range of climatic conditions without re-adjusting a set of calibrated scaling parameters. This parameter set is valid for10

full glacial conditions where the entire precipitation is converted to ice but also for an altitude-dependent glacier mass balance

as characteristic for most glaciated mountain ranges on Earth.

In both models characteristic glacial features, such as overdeepenings, hanging valleys, and steps at confluences emerge

roughly at the same locations resulting in a consistent altitude-dependent adjustment of channel slope and relief. Compared to

iSOSIA, however, distinctly higher erosion rates occur in OpenLEM at valley flanks during the initial phase of the fluvial to15

glacial transition. This is mainly due to the simplified description of glacier width and ice surface in OpenLEM.

In this respect, we found that the glacial stream power approach cannot replace process-based models such as iSOSIA, but is

complementary to them by addressing research questions that could not previously be answered due to a lack of computational

efficiency. The implementation of the glacial stream power law is primarily suitable for large-scale simulations investigating

the evolution of mountain topography in the interplay of tectonics and climate. As coupling glacial and fluvial erosion with20

sediment transport shows nearly the same computationally efficiency as its purely fluvial counterpart, mountain range scale

simulations at high spatial resolution are not exclusively restricted to the fluvial domain anymore and a series of exciting

research questions can be attacked by this novel approach.
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1 Introduction

Glacial landforms, such as overdeepened valleys with U-shaped cross-sectional profiles, hanging valleys and bowl-shaped25

cirque valleys are common features throughout all mountain ranges with a distinct glacial imprint (e.g., Penck, 1905). Their

characteristic forms differ clearly from those of fluvially shaped mountains and represent some of the most consistent observa-

tions related to the interaction between glaciers and their beds (e.g., Anderson et al., 2006; Salcher et al., 2014). This enables

the identification of climate impact on mountain topography via the prevailing erosional agent (i.e. glacier or river) through

the analysis of landscape geometry. The quantification can be done with well established topographic metrics such as slope30

in longitudinal and cross-sectional profiles, valley curvature or local relief, and the dependence of these metrics on elevation

(e.g., Egholm et al., 2009; Brocklehurst and Whipple, 2004; Pedersen et al., 2010; Prasicek et al., 2015; Sternai et al., 2011;

Robl et al., 2015; Liebl et al., 2021; Salcher et al., 2021).

In the past, two completely different approaches were employed to describe the evolution of fluvial and glacial landscapes,

respectively. Erosion rates of rivers were computed with the stream power law, which is a simple empirical relationship of35

geometrical properties of the drainage network (channel slope and catchment size) (Howard, 1994). Despite its simplicity,

stream power incision models were extremely successful in explaining the evolution of topographic patterns over large temporal

and spatial scales (e.g., Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Whipple, 2004; Wobus et al., 2006).

From the beginning of model development, glacial erosion models aimed at describing individual processes and their rates

at the boundary layer between moving ice of the glacier and its bedrock (e.g. Braun et al., 1999; Egholm et al., 2011). While40

glacial landforms can be surveyed on a large scale after the glacial retreat, the process of glacial erosion itself is elusive.

Consequently, the complexity of glacial erosion is only poorly understood so far (e.g., Alley et al., 2019). However, during

the last two decades, process-oriented landscape evolution models significantly contributed to determining the relationships

between ice flow and different types of glacial erosion (e.g. plucking, abrasion).

Process-oriented models typically simulate the flow of ice over the considered topography and compute the erosion rate45

from the shear stress exerted to the bedrock. Since solving the full 3-D Stokes equations for the flow of ice over a complex

topography is numerically expensive, a depth-averaged version – also known as the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA) (Fowler

and Larson, 1978; Hutter, 1980) – is implemented in 2-D landscape evolution models. This concept was inspired by models of

fluvial erosion. The erosion rate is also derived from the shear stress exerted to the river bed here, and the SIA can be seen as a

modified version of the shallow water approximation, which is widely used in modeling fluvial dynamics.50

The model ICE-CASCADE (Braun et al., 1999) was the first 2-D landform evolution model based on the SIA. The integrated

Second Order Shallow Ice Approximation (iSOSIA) introduced by Egholm et al. (2011) additionally takes into account stresses

arising from horizontal variations in flow velocity. This improvement is important to reproduce the characteristic cross-sectional

shape of glacial valleys and enables the application to alpine topography with high topographic gradients. Furthermore, it

overcomes the problem of deep and narrow gorges below the ice, which occurred in the original version of the SIA, in a55

physically reasonable way.
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As a major challenge in modeling glacial erosion, the flow of ice consists of internal deformation and sliding along the

bedrock. The sliding component is particularly relevant for erosion, but exposed to a high uncertainty since it also depends on

the pressure of meltwater. Progress was made in this context by integrating models of glacier hydrology (Egholm et al., 2012;

Herman et al., 2011) and recently by implementing more sophisticated models of subglacial erosion (e.g., Ugelvig et al., 2016,60

2018b). This facilitates the simulation of erosion on a sufficiently high level of detail to allow a direct comparison between

the morphology of existing glacial landforms and those predicted by numerical models (e.g., Ugelvig et al., 2018b; Egholm

et al., 2017; Sternai et al., 2013; Liebl et al., 2021; Bernard et al., 2021). As a disadvantage, process-oriented models are still

computationally expensive and face several limitations and stability issues when considering the mathematical and numerical

complexity of ice dynamics and steep terrain. Furthermore, these models often include numerous parameters describing, e.g.65

the bedrock lithology, crack density, basal thermal conditions and water pressure fluctuations (Ugelvig et al., 2018b; Leith et al.,

2014; Egholm et al., 2017; Lai and Anders, 2021). These parameters are often difficult to constrain with field observations.

Altogether, this limits the ability of this model type to describe the evolution of glacial topography at the mountain range scale.

Recently, a simplified concept for modeling the erosion of valley glaciers was proposed by Deal and Prasicek (2021). Not

much later, a slightly different version of this concept was developed by Hergarten (2021a) and implemented in the landform70

evolution model OpenLEM. The concept is motivated by models of fluvial landform evolution at large scales, where rather

simple models have been applied successfully. In contrast to more process-oriented models, these models do not simulate the

flow of water and the resulting shear stress explicitly, but use simple parameterizations of the erosion rate or the transport

capacity along a river in terms of topographic properties.

The stream-power incision model (SPIM) is the simplest model of this type. It was introduced by Howard (1994) in the75

context of detachment-limited erosion, which means that all particles entrained by the river are immediately swept out of the

system. The SPIM predicts the long-term mean erosion rate E as a function of the channel slope S and the upstream catchment

size A (a proxy for the long-term mean discharge) in the form

E =KAmSn (1)

and involves only three parameters K, m, and n. The stream-power concept is not restricted to detachment-limited conditions.80

Kooi and Beaumont (1996) proposed a model describing transport limited conditions, where the transport capacity was de-

scribed in terms of channel slope and discharge. Since then, several formulations describing the general situation between the

detachment-limited and transport-limited end-members were proposed (e.g, Whipple and Tucker, 2002; Davy and Lague, 2009;

Hergarten, 2020). As such, models of the stream-power type apparently provide a reasonable description of fluvial landform

evolution at large scales without simulating the involved processes in detail.85

The glacial stream-power law proposed by Deal and Prasicek (2021) and Hergarten (2021a) attempts to proceed from

the more process-oriented models simulating ice flow and shear stress to simple topography-based models. Formally, the

expression for the erosion rate can even be written in the same form as the SPIM (Eq. 1), where the catchment size A has to be

replaced by a proxy for the ice flux instead of the discharge, and the channel slope S must refer to the ice surface.
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The implementation of the glacial stream-power law in the landform evolution model OpenLEM (Hergarten, 2021a) of-90

fers a seamless combination with fluvial processes and an unprecedented numerical performance. So it could enable novel

orogen-wide experiments on evolving topographic patterns under changing climatic conditions, and beyond that the relation-

ship between earth surface processes, crustal thickness, flexural isostatic uplift (Robl et al., 2020), and orographic precipitation

(Hergarten and Robl, 2022). On the other hand, the glacial stream-power law is exposed to a higher uncertainty than the fluvial

version and has not yet been extensively tested. Furthermore, the implementation in OpenLEM required additional assump-95

tions beyond the glacial stream-power law. In contrast to rivers, glaciers are typically not much smaller than their valleys, so

that assumptions about their width and the rates of erosion across the valley have to be made. In addition, the slope of the

ice surface may differ strongly from the slope of the bed, so that replacing S in Eq. (1) by the slope of the bed is not a good

approximation in contrast to the fluvial version. Hence, the implementation in OpenLEM required further assumptions, which

may limit the applicability of the model to real-world scenarios.100

Due to these assumptions, the question arises whether the glacial stream-power law and the respective implementation in

OpenLEM indeed open the doors towards large-scale simulations over long times spans or whether the simplifications cost too

much of the complexity found in glacial landform evolution. In this study, we benchmark the implementation of the glacial

stream-power law against the state of the art ice flow model iSOSIA as a reference in order to get a clearer view under which

conditions the simple model may be appropriate or could even compete with a more process-oriented models. The rather simple105

model of glacier erosion aims to improve our understanding of the long-term feedbacks between climate and landscapes. We

propose that this opens a new avenue for understanding the evolution of glacial landscapes that previously existed only for the

fluvial domain. Eventually, the strong similarity to a model for fluvial erosion offers the potential to interpret the evolutionary

state of glacially dominated mountain topography.

2 Considered models110

In this section, we briefly describe the theoretical principles, basic assumptions and peculiarities of the two employed models,

focusing on the properties that are responsible for the major differences. Both landscape evolution models are able to simulate

glacial, fluvial and hillslope erosion. However, benchmarking focuses on the fluvial to glacial landscape transformation and

hence, the fluvial component is only considered to produce the initial landscape.

2.1 iSOSIA115

The iSOSIA model numerically describes the flow of ice and associated processes that eventually lead to erosion of the bed and,

over long periods of time, to the formation of glacial landforms. The glacial mass balance is represented by the two-dimensional

equation of continuity, which describes the change of ice thickness h through time according to

∂h

∂t
=−divqi + pi (2)
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where qi is ice flux per unit width (m2 a−1) and div the two-dimensional divergence operator. The rate of ice accumulation or120

ablation pi (m a−1) is simulated using a simple positive-degree-day approach based on temperature and precipitation.

Glacier flow dynamics are computed by an integrated second-order shallow ice approximation scheme (iSOSIA) (Egholm

et al., 2011), where the relationship between ice deformation and stress is given by Glen’s flow law

ε̇ij =AGlente
ψ−1sij , (3)

where125

te =

√
1
2

∑
s2ij . (4)

In these equation, ε̇ij and sij are the components of the strain rate tensor and the deviatoric stress tensor, respectively. Glen’s

flow law involves two parameters, where the factor AGlen depends on temperature and the exponent ψ ≈ 3 (e.g., Cuffey and

Paterson, 2010) describes the nonlinearity.

The combination of iSOSIA and Glen’s flow law leads to depth-averaged horizontal velocities expressed as polynomials of130

the local ice thickness, which are solved iteratively due to velocity dependence (Egholm et al., 2011).

As a merit of the iSOSIA, variations in the shear stress exerted to the bed are resolved well (Braedstrup et al., 2016). This

basal shear stress is an essential component of modeling glacial erosion. For temperate glaciers, however, sliding of the ice

along the bed contributes much to the total velocity and even dominates glacial erosion. Predicting the sliding velocity is more

challenging than predicting the deformation velocity since it depends on glacial hydrology and on properties of the bed. The135

simplest model for subglacial sliding (Weertman, 1957; Budd et al., 1979) estimates the sliding velocity vs from the basal shear

stress (ts) and the effective normal stress σe in the form

vs = Cw
tψs
σe
, (5)

with the sliding coefficient Cw. To keep the model as simple as possible, we do not explicitly consider glacial hydrology here,

but instead make the simple approximation that water pressure (which affects effective normal stress) is 80% everywhere, as140

used in the earliest version of the iSOSIA model (e.g., Harbor, 1992; Egholm et al., 2011; Braun et al., 1999; Braedstrup et al.,

2016).

In the original version of the iSOSIA model, erosion at the glacier base is solely driven by ice sliding:

E =Kav
l
s, (6)

The parameter Ka is an erosional coefficient and l is an exponent describing the nonlinearity between erosion rate (E) and145

sliding velocity (vs). While this glacial erosion model is in principle only supported by the theory of glacial abrasion (Hallet,

1979), it also reproduces the patterns of glacial quarrying at least qualitatively, despite the fact that the influence of subglacial

hydrology is strongly simplified (Egholm et al., 2012; Iverson, 2012; Ugelvig et al., 2016). Numerical simulations integrating

a power law for quarrying (Ugelvig et al., 2016) and the effects of abrasive tools on glacial erosion (Ugelvig et al., 2018b)

show that the resulting landforms are qualitatively similar, regardless of the applied erosion law. Empirical data suggest that the150
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value of l varies from 2
3 to 2, and that Ka ranges from 10−7 to 10−4, depending on the choice of l (Herman et al., 2015; Cook

et al., 2020; Koppes et al., 2015). All experiments are performed with l = 1 and l = 2 to explore the influence of non-linearity in

the erosion law (Eq. 12) on the pattern of glacial erosion and adjust the erosion constant Ka in order to result in fairly similar

erosion rates for the different sliding exponents. Valley flank gradients tend to increase with duration of glacial occupation and

progressive fluvial to glacial landscape transformation. While this landscape peculiarity is abundantly observed in nature, steep155

surface slopes strongly reduce the performance of the numerical model. First and foremost, hillslope erosion based on a non-

linear diffusion equation is implemented to efficiently remove material of steep valley flanks exceeding a pre-defined threshold

slope, which can also be interpreted as some kind of landsliding in oversteepened terrain (e.g., Egholm et al., 2012; Roering

et al., 1999). Practically, the model performance in accurately describing ice flow velocity/dynamics does not allow slopes

exceeding 1 (45◦) and only a very simple landscape structure enables threshold slopes up to 2 (63◦). A detailed description160

of the iSOSIA model including highlights and limitations can be found in Egholm et al. (2011, 2012) and Braedstrup et al.

(2016).

2.2 OpenLEM

The implementation of glacial erosion in OpenLEM is based on the glacial stream-power law proposed by Deal and Prasicek

(2021) and Hergarten (2021a). While OpenLEM also offers extensions towards sediment transport and fluvio-glacial processes,165

we only consider the simplest detachment-limited version here, where the glacial erosion rate is

E =KgA
m
i S

n. (7)

This version involves only three parameters – the glacial erodibility Kg and the exponents m and n. In order to keep the

formulation as close as possible to the fluvial stream-power law, Hergarten (2021a) expressed the ice flux (volume per time)

in terms of an equivalent catchment size Ai (area). For this purpose, the ice flux has to be divided by an arbitrary reference170

precipitation rate. The value of this reference precipitation rate is absorbed in the erodibilityKg, so that the erodibility implicitly

carries information about the precipitation rate.

In contrast to iSOSIA and to the glacial stream-power law proposed by Deal and Prasicek (2021), the version implemented

in OpenLEM assumes that the entire ice flux arises from sliding along the bed and neglects the contribution of deformation,

which becomes increasingly relevant with increasing ice thickness. In this version, the value of the slope exponent n is identical175

to the exponent l in Eq. (6) used in iSOSIA. While neglecting deformation limits the applicability to thick glaciers, it turned

out to be an advantage for simulating coupled fluvial and glacial systems. The ratio of the exponents m and n was found to be

very close to the respective ratio for fluvial erosion by Hergarten (2021a), where typically 0.45 or 0.5 are used. We therefore

assume m
n = 0.5 in all simulations.

As a fundamental difference towards models directly based on the SIA, the glacial stream-power law uses the total ice flux180

instead of the flux per unit width. In order to implement this concept, OpenLEM considers dendritic networks where ice flows

towards the neighbor with the steepest descent (D8 scheme, O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984), as widely used in fluvial landform

evolution models. The glacial mass balance follows the steady-state version of Eq. (2), written in terms of fluxes (expressed
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as catchment-size equivalents) for a discrete grid. This implies that glaciers are described by a single cardinal flow line in

OpenLEM.185

The glacial stream-power approach is simple and somewhat elegant, but only describes the evolution of longitudinal valley

profiles in a dendritic network. While an empirical relation between the width w of the glacier and the ice flux (expressed as

its catchment-size equivalent Ai) in the form

w = aAαi (8)

was already used for developing the glacial stream-power law, it does not predict immediately how the transverse shape of190

a valley evolves. This is not a problem for models of large-scale fluvial landform evolution since rivers are typically much

smaller than their valleys and can thus be considered as lines. For glacial erosion, however, it has to be taken into account that

the ice covers a wider region, which is finally responsible for the occurrence of wide, U-shaped glacial valleys. While glaciers

are still described by a single cardinal flow line in OpenLEM, an approach was developed that lets all points in a swath of a

width w according to Eq. (8) approach a channel slope not much larger than the channel slope at the cardinal flow line through195

time. This was achieved by assuming that the erosion rate of all points in the swath follows Eq. (7) with a value Ai derived

from the respective value on the cardinal flow line. This approach, which is the most complicated part of the implementation,

is described in detail by Hergarten (2021a). It leads to a transition of V-shaped fluvial valleys to valleys with a rather flat

floor, where some residual V-shape persists for technical reasons. Without going deeper into the details here, the model for the

across-valley shape is the most fundamental difference between the implementation in OpenLEM and in more process-oriented200

models such as iSOSIA.

In principle, OpenLEM could be used with zero ice thickness. This would mean that the slope S of the ice surface in Eq. (7)

is identical to the channel slope at the bedrock. This simplification would, however, seriously affect the model’s capabilities. In

particular, the walls of glacial valleys would not be steeper than those of fluvial valleys. Since deriving the thickness h of the

ice layer properly from a mass balance would cost most of the numerical efficiency, a constant thickness-to-width ratio205

δ =
h

w
(9)

is assumed in OpenLEM. In other words, OpenLEM uses three parameters a, α, and δ for characterizing the geometry of

the ice layer. For the width-scaling exponent α, we use the value α= 0.3 proposed by Hergarten (2021a) based on empirical

data (e.g., Bahr, 1997; Prasicek et al., 2020). In turn, the values of a and δ strongly depend on the initial valley geometries.

Therefore, we perform several experiments in OpenLEM to estimate these parameters and find the best agreement with the210

landscape evolution produced by iSOSIA (see Sect. 4.1).

The rates of ice production and melting along the glacier have a strong influence on landform evolution. However, the

implementation in OpenLEM by Hergarten (2021a) did not pay much attention to a realistic description of these rates since

focus was on the formulation and the implementation of the glacial stream-power law. It was assumed that these rates only

depend on the actual elevation Hi of the ice surface (implicitly via the surface temperature). A simple linear approach with a215
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cutoff,

pi = pmin
(
Hi−He

Hf−He
,1
)
, (10)

was used, where p is the total precipitation rate and pi the rate of ice production (pi > 0) or melting (pi < 0). This rate is zero

at the ELA He, while the entire precipitation is converted into ice above a given elevation Hf.

While this approximation is not fundamentally different from the approach used in iSOSIA above the ELA, melting below220

the ELA turned out to be more critical. The recent version of OpenLEM offers two options here. In the original version

(Hergarten, 2021a), Eq. (10) was simply continued to elevations Hi <He, i.e., to negative rates of ice production. However,

making this approach compatible with the description of glaciers by a cardinal flow line requires allowing negative ice fluxes.

Otherwise, melting would practically act only on the cardinal flow line instead of the entire surface of the glacier. The alternative

concept allows for defining an arbitrary function for the melting rate along the cardinal flow line. In order to obtain the total225

volume of melting ice per time and glacier length, this rate is multiplied by the width of the glacier according to Eq. (8). Both

concepts of describing the rate of melting will be tested against the model implemented in iSOSIA in Sect. 4.2.

3 Benchmark scenarios

While the two models compared in this study start from basically the same equations, the approximations made are so different

that they finally lead to totally different differential equations. In its simplest form, the implementation in OpenLEM uses a230

single equation for the erosion rate as a function of the topography and the ice flux instead of a coupled system of equations

for the ice surface, the flow velocities, and the erosion rate. As an immediate consequence, OpenLEM involves highly lumped

parameters, such as the glacial erodibility, which combine parameters related to different processes.

So one of the questions is whether these lumped parameters can be calibrated with respect to a given parameter set of

iSOSIA. In the best case, the calibration should not be restricted to an individual example, but be valid for a large range of235

scenarios.

As a challenge beyond the different model parameters, both models were designed for applications on different scales. While

the flow of ice and glacial erosion are the key components of iSOSIA, the glacial component of OpenLEM was developed as an

extension of a fluvial model with focus on large-scale simulations over millions of years. Hence, the benchmarking scenarios

have to be designed carefully. For the first set of experiments, we use a synthetic initial topography that has already been used240

in a benchmark study of iSOSIA against the full-Stokes Elmer/Ice model (Braedstrup et al., 2016) as well as in studies on the

impact of subglacial quarrying (Ugelvig et al., 2016), subglacial sediment transport (Ugelvig et al., 2018b), and contrasting

climatic forcing (Magrani et al., 2022) on glacial erosion. This topography represents a synthetic mountain topography based

on the detachment limited version of the stream-power incision law for fluvial conditions. It does not contain any glacial

landform elements, and its valleys have V-shaped cross sections and graded longitudinal river profiles with steep headwaters245

and decreasing channel slopes in downstream direction. The model domain is 20×40 km large and consists of 200× 400 cells

at a spatial resolution of 100 m. This system size allows for simulations with iSOSIA at a moderate computing effort. While
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100 m is also a typical resolution for OpenLEM, this model allows for simulating much larger domains, e.g., 5000× 5000

nodes (see examples of Hergarten (2021a)).

Glacial landform evolution is extremely sensitive to changes in the glacial mass balance. A higher rate of ice production or a250

lower rate of melting results in an increased ice flux, which lets the glacier become thicker. The resulting increase in elevation

of the ice surface leads to a decrease in temperature at the ice surface, which further enhances ice production or reduces melting.

Hence, the glacial mass balance includes a component of self-amplification, which may even result in a tipping point. Due to

this self-amplification, differences in the models of glacial erosion may be shadowed by differences in the glacial mass balance.

In order to distinguish differences between the two models arising from the erosion model from differences owing to the255

glacial mass balance, the first set of experiments was conducted on two levels. At the first level (Sect. 4.1), fully-glaciated

conditions are considered, where the entire precipitation is converted into ice, and melting is disregarded. This scenario pro-

vides insights into the differences between the two erosion models but poses some technical challenges. While the simplified

treatment of the ice flux in OpenLEM allows for open boundary conditions where ice can leave the domain, iSOSIA assumes

closed boundaries by default. However, it is possible to operate both models with zero ice thickness at the downward boundary,260

which means that we assume an instantaneous melting of the entire ice immediately at the boundary. Such a scenario is not

necessarily realistic but it ensures the same boundary conditions for both models. Furthermore, we will see in Sect. 4.1 that

this boundary condition provides insights into the evolution of overdeepenings in both models.

At the second level, a glacial mass balance is introduced (Sect. 4.2). This can be seen as a minimum scenario of glacial

erosion at given climatic conditions. Both models for melting available in OpenLEM (Sect. 2.2) are tested here, where the key265

question is whether the calibrated parameters can be adopted from the fully-glaciated scenario or whether a recalibration is

required. Finding that a recalibration is necessary would seriously limit the applicability of OpenLEM since we would probably

also need a recalibration if the climatic conditions change. The first series of experiments is concluded by a short investigation

of the effect of nonlinearity in the erosion law (Sect. 4.3).

The next experiment (Sect. 5) proceeds in a direction further away from what OpenLEM was designed for. Using a simpler270

topography with a single valley, the conversion from a V-shaped fluvial cross section to a U-shaped glacial cross section

is investigated in detail. Reproducing U-shaped valleys without further assumptions was one of the major achievements of

the second-order shallow-ice equations introduced in iSOSIA compared to the original shallow-ice approximation. In turn,

OpenLEM relies completely on an ad-hoc assumption that the glacial stream-power erosion law (Eq. 7) holds for the entire

glacier with the ice flux (expressed as its catchment-size equivalentAi) of the cardinal flow line. In addition to testing the shape275

of the valley for different precipitation rates, we will also test whether the time scale of the conversion into a U-shaped valley

is realistic in OpenLEM.

The final experiment (Sect. 6) is not a direct comparison of the two models. Here we will consider long-term landform

evolution of an entire mountain range over several glacial cycles. Such simulations are still not feasible at a reasonable com-

puting effort with iSOSIA. So this experiment illustrates what kind of simulations are possible if we accept the limitations of280

OpenLEM found in the previous experiments.
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Since the model parameters of iSOSIA are related more closely to the involved processes than those of OpenLEM, we

define parameter values for iSOSIA based on the experience from previous studies (Egholm et al., 2012; Pedersen and Egholm,

2013; Braedstrup et al., 2016; Ugelvig et al., 2016; Liebl et al., 2021; Magrani et al., 2022). The parameter values required in

OpenLEM are then calibrated. The exponents l (Eq. 6) and n (Eq. 7) in the erosion laws are the only exception here. As already285

discussed in Sect. 2.2, the values of both exponents should be identical. Since the linear version, so l = n= 1, is simpler in

OpenLEM, we use it in all experiments except for Sect. 4.3, where the effect of the alternative choice l = n= 2 (Herman et al.,

2015; Koppes et al., 2015) will be discussed. An overview of applied parameters is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters related to glacial dynamics in iSOSIA.

Parameter Description Value

Ice balance

Tsl sea level temperature 4 ◦C

dT lapse rate 6 × 10−3 ◦C m−1

dTa the seasonal temperature variation 14 ◦C

mPDD positive degree day melt rate constant 3× 10−3 m w.e. ◦C−1 day−1

Ice flow

AGlen ice flow parameter 1× 10−16 Pa−3 a−1

ψ ice flow stress exponent 3

Cw sliding parameter 1× 10−9 m a−1 Pa−2

Erosion

l glacial erosion exponent 1 (2 in Sec.4.3)

Ka erosion scaling parameter for l = 1 2× 10−4

erosion scaling parameter for l = 2 1× 10−5 m−1 a

Sc critical slope for hillslope erosion 1 (2 in Sec.5)

4 Glacial transformation of a synthetic fluvial catchment

4.1 Experiment 1.1: fully-glaciated conditions290

Full glacial conditions with a spatially and temporally uniform ice production rate represent the simplest benchmarking exper-

iment because the feedback between erosion, area above the ELA and ice flux is avoided. While changes in topography affect

the ice flux locally, the large-scale flow pattern is not affected much in such a setup. In particular, the total ice flux through a

cross section of a large valley only depends on the (constant) rate of ice production and on the catchment size, so that it does

not change much through time and is also similar in both models.295
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For this scenario, OpenLEM involves only three parameters beyond the rate of ice production, where we assume 0.1 m a−1.

These are the glacial erodibility Kg (Eq. 7), the factor a in Eq. 8 which defines the glacier width, and the ratio of thickness

and width δ (Eq. 9). In principle, the respective equations additionally contain the exponents m and α. However, these are

constrained better by real-world data, so that we do not consider them adjustable parameters and used the default values

m= 0.5 and α= 0.3.300

The glacial erodibility was adjusted toKg = 19 Ma−1, based on the criterion that the cumulative eroded volume after 100 ka

years of glacial occupations is the same in both models (Fig. 2a). The two other parameters, which define the width and the

thickness of the glacier, were adjusted more visually. The factor a in Eq. 8 was set to 1.5 in nondimensional coordinates (DEM

pixels). This means that a glacier with an ice flux equivalent to the ice production of 1 pixel at a given reference production

rate has a width of 1.5 pixels. In all our simulation, we assume a reference precipitation (and thus also reference ice production305

rate) of 1 m a−1 (so that the nondimensional ice production rate is 0.1 in this simulation). So the choice a = 1.5 means that

an ice flux of 104 m3a−1 generates a glacier width of 150 m (a = 150 m0.4). For the thickness-to-width ratio (δ in Eq. 9), the

default value of 0.25 from Hergarten (2021a) was adopted. These parameter values will be used in all subsequent simulations,

so that the further calibration will only concern the influence of the climatic conditions.

The simulations were performed over a time span of 100 ka. Figure 1 illustrates the ice configuration in an early phase of the310

transformation (t= 4 ka) and at the end of the simulation (t= 100 ka). The choice of t= 4 ka instead of the initial situation

takes into account that iSOSIA simulates a time-dependent ice cover, while the simplified approach used in OpenLEM assumes

an instantaneous adjustment of the glacial cover to the actual climatic conditions. Like natural glaciers, the ice configuration

responds with a delay of some thousand years to changes in climate. This delay is not included in OpenLEM and has a strong

effect in the beginning of a simulation, where an instantaneous change in climate is assumed. This difference may also affect315

the applicability of OpenLEM to short-frequency climate fluctuations.

The ice configurations show clear deviations between the models, owing to the different complexity in describing the distri-

bution of the ice over the topography. OpenLEM expands the glacier to a swath centered on the cardinal flow line and assumes

a more or less constant ice thickness across the valley (Fig. 1b). Starting from a steep V-shaped fluvial valley, the resulting

ice configuration is obviously unrealistic. However, the ice configurations of both models become increasingly similar with320

increasing time of glacial occupation and the corresponding transition to U-shaped glacial valleys (Fig. 1c,d). By widening and

flattening the valley floors, glaciers of a predefined width fit better into their valleys and the initially large gradients of the ice

surface in OpenLEM disappear.

As shown in Fig. 2 the deviations in the ice configuration go along with differences in erosion rates. These are strongest in

the early phase of the simulation. For clarity, the erosion rates of both models were not compared on a point-by-point basis,325

but integrated over four distinct elevation slices (Fig. 2c). The slices were derived from the initial topography (without ice) and

kept throughout the simulation in order to avoid a feedback of the erosion rate on the definition of the slices.

OpenLEM predicts significantly higher erosion rates in the two lowest elevation slices (H ≤ 1000 m) at the onset of land-

scape transformation than iSOSIA (Fig. 2b). Erosion in OpenLEM exceeds 4 m ka−1 below an elevation of 500 m, but rapidly

approaches the rate of iSOSIA of about 2 m ka−1 within the first 25 ka (dark green lines in Fig. 2b). The same trend can be330
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Figure 1. Differences in ice configuration in the numerical experiments with a constant ice production rate of 0.1 ma−1. (a), (b) Ice thickness

after 4 ka and (c), (d) after 100 ka for iSOSIA and OpenLEM (δ = 0.25, a = 150 m0.4), respectively. Spacing of contour lines is 200 m.

observed in the 500 to 1000 m elevation range, except that the erosion rate from about 25 ka is even lower in OpenLEM than

in iSOSIA (light green lines in Fig. 2b). The increased erosion rates in OpenLEM at the onset of glacial occupation are related

to the rapid adjustment of V- to U-shaped valley cross-sections, in particular at the trunk glacier.

While the erosion rates still decrease slowly in the lowermost elevation range after the initial adjustment has taken place,

they increase continuously in the higher ranges. This trend is consistent in both models, but a systematic shift between the335

models is found. OpenLEM increasingly underestimates the erosion rates with increasing elevation compared to iSOSIA. This

difference is not immediately related to the distribution of the ice, but rather to neglecting the contribution of deformation to the

ice flux in OpenLEM as discussed in Sect. 2.2. If the ice flux is given, neglecting deformation causes an overestimation of the

sliding velocity and thus of the erosion rate. Since deformation becomes more relevant with increasing thickness, the erosion

rates are overestimated at low elevations, where the trunk glacier becomes thick. By focusing on the total eroded volume in the340

calibration of the erodibility Kg, we shifted the overestimation at low elevations towards an underestimation at high elevations.

Setting the southern boundary cells to an ice thickness of zero (technically required in iSOSIA) generates a strong gradient

in the ice surface, which imprints the glacier bed via an increase in erosion rate. In both models, this results in the formation of
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Figure 2. Differences and similarities in the erosion history as computed by iSOSIA and OpenLEM, shown in dashed and solid lines,

respectively. (a) Cumulative eroded volume and (b) mean erosion rate of the entire landscape (red lines) and the rising elevation ranges as

shown in (c).

a strong overdeepening, which progressively migrates upstream. However, shape and evolution of the longitudinal profiles are

different (Fig. 3).345

The glacial stream power law implemented in OpenLEM leads to an advection equation, which generates distinct knickpoints

moving upstream as widely observed for fluvial erosion (e.g., Royden and Perron, 2013; Hergarten, 2021b). While the incision

rate depends on the slope of the ice surface, the ice flux, and the erodibility, the depth of the overdeepening is controlled by the

initial ice thickness. The overdeepening caused by the boundary condition (zero ice thickness) propagates upstream in form

of a mobile knickpoint, which essentially retains its shape and migrates at a horizontal rate of 140 m ka−1 for the first 50350

ka. Theoretically, the speed of knickpoints migration depends on the erodibility and on the ice flux. As the catchment area

decreases upstream, we observe a deceleration of knickpoint migration (120 m ka−1 between 50 and 100 ka). This decrease

is, however, not an immediate effect of the duration of glacial occupation (see supplementary video - video01), but of the

position along the valley (via the upstream decrease in catchment size). Downstream of the knickpoint, a flat valley floor and

ice surface emerges, which impedes further glacial erosion (Fig. 3). In turn, the shallow-ice equations contain a strong diffusion355

component since the flow velocity depends on the actual slope of the ice surface. This diffusive component keeps both the ice

surface and the velocity field smooth. Taken into account horizontal stresses in the second-order approximation implemented

in iSOSIA strengthens this effect further. Since the sliding velocity is the primary control on the erosion rate, the smoothness

is transferred to some degree to the topography. As a result, the overdeepened region expands upstream without generating a

distinct step in elevation. Only a break in slope can be observed in the early phase, but this discontinuity fades through time.360

Such as smooth propagation of a distinct signal is a characteristic property of diffusion processes.
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In our example, the difference between the advective behavior of the glacial stream-power model used in OpenLEM and the

more diffusive shallow-ice equations implemented in iSOSIA is emphasized by the artificial boundary condition. The difference

may become relevant in real-world applications if rapid changes in the climatic conditions occur. OpenLEM may exaggerate

the effect of such changes on the topography. Noting that transport-limited fluvial erosion models also show a rather diffusive365

behavior (Hergarten, 2021b), one may be tempted to switch from the detachment-limited erosion model to a transport-limited

model for glacial erosion. While OpenLEM would allow this option, we should be careful not to generate a coincidence of the

results for the wrong reason.
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Figure 3. Topographic evolution of an initially fluvial landscape (Fig. 1) subject to glacial erosion. (a) - (d) The minimum elevations of the

longitudinal swath profiles (covering the entire landscape) of the initial (black) and landscapes for each time-step (25 - 100 ka) in the iSOSIA

and OpenLEM experiments are shown as blue and red lines, respectively. The corresponding ice surface is shown as a dashed line.
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Apart from the differences in the evolution of the receding valley floor, similar erosion patterns emerge in both models.

However, we observe a slightly less pronounced valley incision in the lower part and a slightly stronger incision in the upper370

part in OpenLEM compared to iSOSIA (Fig. 3).

4.2 Experiment 1.2: simulations with glacial mass balance

In the previous section, a reasonable agreement of the ice configurations and the erosion rates was achieved by adjusting the

erodibility Kg and the geometry factors a and δ for fully-glaciated conditions, except for the initial phase. As discussed in

Sect. 3, however, glacial landform evolution is very sensitive to the glacial mass balance (ice production and melting). The375

next step is to test whether the simple approach used in OpenLEM works sufficiently well under predefined climatic conditions

where the entire surface is not covered with ice.

In order to focus on the differences between the two models, factors such as orographic effects on precipitation, snow

avalanches and exposure to the sun are not considered, although they exert some influence on the glacier mass-balance in

alpine valleys. However, these are more external influences that could be included in both models. As a further simplification,380

we kept the climatic conditions constant in order to enforce a continuous fluvial to glacial landscape transformation. This

allows a direct comparison of process rates and emerging landforms over the entire time span of the benchmark simulations

without considering transient climatic effects.

For the positive degree-day (PDD) model used in iSOSIA, we assume a sea-level temperature (Tsl) of 4◦C, a linear decrease

with elevation at an atmospheric lapse rate (dT ) of 6◦C km−1, and an annual temperature amplitude (dTa) of 14 ◦C. Further, a385

uniform precipitation rate of 1 m a−1 and a melt rate of 3 millimeters per day and degree above 0 ◦C (mPDD) are assumed. As

shown in Fig. 4, these mass-balance parameters result in an equilibrium line altitude (ELA) of around 1330 m and an elevation

of about 1830 m, where precipitation is entirely converted into ice. The latter is called full ice altitude (FIA) in the following.

The are defined by the parametersHe andHf in the simple linear glacial mass balance of OpenLEM (Eq. 10). While the simple

linear approach agrees well with the more elaborate approach used in iSOSIA between the ELA and the FIA, Fig. 4 reveals390

that extrapolating the linear relation below the ELA – the default approach in OpenLEM – increasingly underestimate the melt

rate with decreasing elevation.

Despite the underestimation of the melt rate, the initial longitudinal glacier profile and the respective ice fluxes agree surpris-

ingly well between OpenLEM and the prediction of iSOSIA (Fig. 5a,b). However, this approach generates steep gradients in the

ice surface and a sharp drop in ice flux. This effect is directly related to the implementation in OpenLEM, where confluences395

with tributaries that include large areas below the ELA causes a rapid melting of the glacier. As already visible in the results

of Hergarten (2021a), these steep gradients cause a rapid, localized incision and thus an irregular pattern of overdeepenings.

This effect is already visible at t= 4 ka in Fig. 5a. Apart from this probably unrealistic behavior, we should be careful with the

simple default approach implemented in OpenLEM since the origin of the rapid melting at the glacier terminus is so different

in both models that the apparently good agreement is probably coincidental.400
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Figure 4. Different altitude dependent mass balance models for iSOSIA (dashed blue line) and OpenLEM (solid lines).

Therefore, we also tested the option to introduce a custom function to describe melting of ice in OpenLEM. As shown in

Fig. 4, extending the linearly extrapolated rate by a quadratic term in the form

pi = p

(
He−Hi

Hf−He
) +

1
3

(
He−Hi

Hf−He

)2
)

(11)

provides a reasonable approximation down to quite low elevations. However, it is immediately recognized in Fig. 5a,b that

melting is too slow then. This discrepancy is related to the treatment of the glacier width. The implementation in OpenLEM405

concentrates the total volume of melting ice to the cardinal flow line by multiplying the melt rate (Eq. 11) by the glacier width

(Eq. 8). However, the width scaling factor a in Eq. 8 was adjusted in Sect. 4.1 mainly with regard to the overall erosion rate. In

Fig. 1, it looks as if the glacier was wider in OpenLEM than in iSOSIA, but this impression arises from the region with a thick

ice cover. Owing to the different cross-sectional shapes, the ice surface is even wider in iSOSIA, particularly in the early phase.

Therefore, the estimated glacier width underestimates the width of the ice surface and thus the total rate of melting. Increasing410

the width used for computing the total melt rate by a factor of 1.5 – alternatively increasing the melt rate (Eq. 11) by the same

factor (red line in Fig. 4) – leads to a much better agreement of the longitudinal glacier profile and the ice flux with the results

of iSOSIA (Fig. 5a). We then observe a slightly lower ice thickness in the range 200 m above and below the ELA compared to

iSOSIA. However, ice surface gradients below the ELA are lower in OpenLEM, resulting in a main glacier tongue terminating

about 7 km farther downstream than in the iSOSIA experiment (Fig. 5a).415
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Figure 5. Impact of mass-balance models on a) ice thickness along the cardinal flow line, (b) total ice flux in x-direction (c) total ice volume

and (d) ice covered area. Note that (a) and (b) represent the ice configuration after 4 ka, which coincides with the time of the maximum ice

volume of iSOSIA.

In general, all experiments show the same trend with ice volume and covered area quickly reaching their maximum values

and decreasing with duration of glacial occupation (Fig. 5c,d). This trend is a direct effect of reducing the elevation by glacial

erosion. However, the different mass-balance models result in distinctly different initial and evolving ice volumes and ice-

covered areas. Owing to the simple parameterization of the glacier width, all OpenLEM scenarios predict a considerably

higher ice volume than iSOSIA, in particular during the first phase where the topography is still dominated by V-shaped fluvial420
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valleys. However, the rapid transformation of the valley cross-section causes the ice volume to decrease more rapidly than in

iSOSIA. For the scenario with the adjusted melt rate and the increased effective width (red curve), the difference towards the

iSOSIA simulation approaches a rather constant value of about 12 km3 quite soon. This residual extra volume can be attributed

to the different shape of the final valley, which is rather rectangular in OpenLEM and rather parabolic in iSOSIA.

The difference in ice-covered area (Fig. 5d) are qualitatively similar to the volumes, but are considerably smaller. While 75%425

and 60% of the landscapes are covered by ice at the beginning of the simulations (t = 4 ka), the ice covers decrease towards

32% and 28% at the end of the OpenLEM and iSOSIA experiments, respectively (Fig. 5d). The initial overestimation of the

ice-covered area by OpenLEM mainly arises from the larger tongue of the trunk glacier.

While Fig. 6a,b confirm the overall similarity of the ice configurations of both models with a maximum ice thickness of

more than 500 m in the center of the main valley, we observe several deviations by comparing the results in detail. OpenLEM430

predicts a larger glacial advance in the trunk valley and greater ice extent in low-lying tributary glaciers compared to iSOSIA.

Apart from the initial differences, the final position of the main and tributary glaciers agree quite well in both simulations after

100 ka (Fig. 6c, d). However, the trunk glacier retreats somewhat faster in OpenLEM than in iSOSIA.

Overall, adopting the nonlinear increase in melt rate at low elevations (Eq. 10) and assuming a wider ice surface than the

glacier width parameterized by Eq. 8 appears to be a viable way to make the glacial mass balance of OpenLEM consistent with435

that of iSOSIA. Revisiting Fig. 5, the scaling factor of 1.5 by which we increased the width artificially for computing the melt

rate may even look too large. However, we must keep in mind that OpenLEM is not a model for simulating ice patterns on a

surface, but landform evolution. So the choice of the scaling factor was not only based on the results shown in Fig. 5, but also

on the results concerning erosion discussed in the following.

Figure 7 provides the analysis of the erosion rates and the cumulative eroded volume for the elevation ranges defined in440

Fig. 2c. As the most striking difference towards, the fully-glaciated scenario, the ranking of the domains has changed. While

the lower ranges experienced the highest erosion rates under fully-glaciated conditions, this applies to the highest regions now

since the ice flux decreases with decreasing elevation below the ELA. Due to the decrease in elevation by erosion, the two

lowermost regions (green curves) are even deglaciated at the end of the simulation, so that glacial erosion ceases.

Similar to the fully-glaciated scenario, OpenLEM predicts considerably higher erosion rates than iSOSIA during the early445

phase of the simulation, owing to the rapid adjustment of V- to U-shaped valley cross-sections. The deviation in the early

erosion rates is particularly strong in the lowest range (dark region). Here the deviation mainly arises from the greater initial

extent of the glacier predicted by OpenLEM in combination with a faster retreat. An opposite effect is observed in the upper-

most range (brown curve). Also similar to the fully-glaciated scenario, OpenLEM starts with lower erosion rates than iSOSIA

here. However, the effect vanishes through time here, while it persisted in the fully-glaciated scenario. After about 20 ka, the450

erosion rates of the other elevation slices do not differ much between the two models. The cumulative volumes over the entire

simulation even agree quite well since the lower rates predicted by OpenLEM for t' 20 ka compensate the higher rates of the

early phase. A considerable difference only persists for the lowermost region, where the erosion predicted by OpenLEM is very

strong initially and ceases quite soon. These results suggest that the nonlinear model for the melt rate (Eq. 10) in combination
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Figure 6. Differences in ice configuration in the numerical experiments with a elevation-dependent ice production rate (ELA = 1330 m).

(a), (b) Ice thickness after 4 ka and (c), (d) after 100 ka for iSOSIA and OpenLEM (δ = 0.25, a = 150 m0.4), respectively. The spacing of

the contour lines is 200 m. The 1330 m contour line is highlighted in white. Path of the cross sectional and glacier long profiles depicted in

Figs. 5 and 9 are shown as a dashed and continuous red line, respectively. Squares, circles and triangles indicate the position of data logger

recording topographic changes over time as shown in Fig. 11.

with an artificial 1.5-fold increase in glacier width is not only a reasonable approach for the glacial mass balance, but also455

approximates the large-scale erosion pattern predicted by iSOSIA quite well.

Both models show that glacial erosion primarily modifies the landscape along the initial fluvial drainage lines, while the

ridges and steep hillslopes are less affected. Flat longitudinal valley segments emerge, which is best visible at the trunk val-

ley where the initial V-shaped valley cross section vanishes due to valley deepening and widening. A characteristic glacial

trough with a U-shaped cross section emerges. Due to strong gradients in glacial erosion, tributaries turn into hanging valleys460

where they enter the trunk valley. Besides similarities in the evolution of large-scale topographic patterns, Fig. 8 reveals some

differences in the erosion patterns. In iSOSIA, erosion is focused at the steep headwaters and along the main valley trunk,

progressively removing interlocking spurs of the initially fluvial landscape. This results in an erosion pattern with many local

maxima at an early stage of landscape transformation. Over long times, the removal of the interlocking spurs leads to a distinct

valley straightening and widening (Fig. 8a). In OpenLEM, glacial erosion is initially concentrated at the valley flanks, where465
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Figure 7. Differences and similarities in the erosion history as computed by iSOSIA (dashed lines) and OpenLEM (solid lines). (a) Cumu-

lative eroded volume and (b) mean erosion rate of the entire landscape (red lines) and the rising elevation ranges as shown in Fig. 2c.

both local slope and ice thickness are high. This results in a wide and flat valley with steep flanks (Fig. 8b). As a consequence

of the initial phase of rapid valley widening and flattening, local slope and ice thickness across the valley become uniform,

which in turn result in uniform valley incision rates. Despite major adjustments of the valley geometry, the original course of

the valley persists, as the ice flux strongly follows the original cardinal flow line of the valley. Figure 8c clearly shows the

differences in erosion patterns among the models during the initial adjustment of the landscape to glacial conditions. The most470

striking feature here are the valley sides which are eroded much stronger in OpenLEM than in iSOSIA. At a late stage of glacial

landscape formation, the erosion patterns of both models become similar, with major differences occurring only locally at some

valley flanks (Fig. 8d-f). When comparing the final landscapes of both models, the main valley of the OpenLEM simulation

appears much wider. This is mainly due to the geometry of the valley flanks, which are almost vertical in OpenLEM and hardly

steeper than 45◦ in iSOSIA.475

A transverse profile at y = 27.5 km is chosen to highlight the spatial variations of the glacial erosion pattern at different

parts of the landscape (Fig. 9). Large parts of this cross section are located below the ELA and topographic changes are mainly

limited to the glaciated trunk valley and its tributaries. As the extracted profile does not intersect all valleys perpendicularly,

parts of the profile are affected by sectioning effects with skewed valley floors and spuriously asymmetrical valley flanks.

While the valley is widened and lowered simultaneously in the experiment of iSOSIA (blue lines in Fig. 9), the widening in480

OpenLEM (red lines) takes entirely place during the first 25 ka, followed by solely vertical incision afterwards. As the glacier

retreats, the ice flux becomes smaller and the valley floor narrower. After 75 ka, glacial erosion ceases in the trunk valley since

the glacier terminus is upstream of the profile. With a total incision of about 350 m predicted by iSOSIA, the deepest point of
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Figure 8. Model-dependent evolution of erosion patterns. Glacial erosion computed by (a) OpenLEM and (b) iSOSIA, and (c) differences in

erosion between the two models over the first 10 ka of glacial occupation. (d) - (f) show the same properties but for the time slice between

90 ka and 100 ka. Contour spacing for surface elevation is 200 m.

the valley floor is finally about 30 m lower than predicted by OpenLEM. The discrepancy between the two models in erosion

amounts less than 10%. The width of the resulting glacial through – measured at the valley shoulder – is fairly similar, but the485

geometry is distinctly different in both models (Fig. 8d,e, 9). Glacial erosion in OpenLEM produces a 3 km wide flat valley

floor surrounded by about 450 m high almost vertical flanks. In contrast, we observe a more smooth erosion pattern in iSOSIA,

where the initial valley form is transformed in a rounded, U-shaped trough. However, the erosion pattern at the tributaries

agrees quite well in both models.

As shown in the previous paragraph, both models consistently transformed an originally V-shaped fluvial to U-shaped glacial490

valley cross section with the formation of model-specific peculiarities. Changes on the glacial valley length geometry are shown

by a time series of a catchment-wide swath profile (Fig. 10). The highest parts of the landscape in the north - south orientated

swath profile are almost completely above the ELA and thus affected by glacial erosion. As a trend iSOSIA shows a higher

amount of erosion than OpenLEM. This applies in particular to headward migrating valley heads, where iSOSIA shows a

distinctly stronger deepening. The lowering of mean elevation provides a shared signal of erosion on valley floors, flanks and495

ridges and is fairly similar in both models. A general increase in surface lowering is observed in upstream direction with an

increasing area fraction above the ELA. The adjustment of the trunk valley is expressed by the minimum elevation of the swath

profile representing largely the channel length profile (Fig. 10). In its original fluvial state the length profile is well graded with

a decrease in channel slope in downstream direction and the complete absence of knickpoints. In contrast to the mean elevation,

the maximum lowering of the valley floor occurs at the middle valley section (Fig. 10). At y = 34 km, two major tributaries500

converge, resulting in a step in the valley floor and a maximum incision of about 350 m in both models (see also Fig. 9). Both

models consistently describe the large scale topographic pattern of a fluvial to glacial landscape transformation. This includes
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Figure 9. Time series of the evolution of the transverse profiles in the OpenLEM and iSOSIA experiment shown as red and blue lines,

respectively. The position of the cross-section is depicted in Fig. 6.

several hundred meters of erosion at the trunk valley and distinctly lower erosion at the nearby ridgelines. In combination, this

results in an increase in valley relief and applies also to the formation of very steep headwalls at the uppermost reach of the

trunk valley. Flattening the valley floor due to increased valley floor lowering in upstream direction results in a decrease in505

channel slope compared to the original fluvial valley. At steps and at the upper reach channel slopes are significantly increased.

Deviations between the models occur only at small scale topographic features. While the length profile of OpenLEM remained

largely smooth during glacial excavation, the iSOSIA profile is punctuated by many differently sized steps, which are related

to the formation of small overdeepenings, whenever tributaries enter the main valley (Fig. 10 - blue line). While this does not

affect the large scale topographic pattern, small steps will increase local variations in channel slope.510

To further constrain differences and similarities in the model outcomes, we investigate bed elevation changes over time at

characteristic positions along the cardinal flow line (i.e. lower reach close to the initial glacier terminus, middle reach, and

upper reach (Figs. 6 and 11). In OpenLEM, we observe a non-linear evolution of erosion at all three markers, with a fast drop

of mean elevation during the first 10 ka followed by a steady linear lowering thereafter. Minimum and maximum elevations of

the extracted area are approaching the mean values with duration of glacial erosion, which indicates the formation of wide and515

flat valley floors. While the minimum elevations in each extracted region (cardinal flow line) show only a weakly nonlinear

incision at the beginning of the simulations, the maximum elevations show a rapid decline (Fig. 11b - error bars and shaded

areas). The strong decrease in mean erosion rate shown in (Fig. 7) is therefore mainly due to the early completion of the valley

adjustment rather than a slower lowering of the valley floor with increasing time. With increasing glacial occupation time, the
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Figure 10. Topographic evolution of an initially fluvial landscape subject to glacial erosion. Maximum, mean and minimum elevations of

longitudinal swath profiles of the initial (black) and final landscapes in the iSOSIA and OpenLEM experiment are shown as blue and red

lines, respectively.

distribution of minimum and maximum elevation diverges again, which is a direct indication of less wide incision into the520

valley floor due to decreasing ice flux. In iSOSIA, the valley floor experiences a slower initial lowering but the total amount

of erosion is similar, and even slightly higher in the middle and lower reaches. Mean, maximum and minimum elevation of

the extracted valley floor are roughly linearly lowered at all markers along the valley. Since we do not observe a slower rate

of mean valley floor lowering with glacial occupation time, the decrease in erosion rate shown in (Fig. 7), although not as

pronounced as in OpenLEM, is also due to a weaker adjustment of the valley shape.525

Longitudinal and cross-sectional profiles revealed qualitatively that local relief increases with glacial occupation time. Si-

multaneously, valley floor gradients of the trunk valley decline but valley flanks become increasingly steeper. As the initial

topography and the ELA position control the concentration of ice flux along the drainage lines, different elevation levels of

alpine catchments are affected by glacial erosion to varying degrees. We found that altitudinal distribution of channel slope,

local relief and total erosion is sensitive to glacial imprint and allows the quantification of the glacial impact on fluvial to-530

pography. The distribution of channel slope versus surface elevation has been applied to characterize both fluvial and glacial

terrain (Hergarten et al., 2010; Kühni and Pfiffner, 2001; Robl et al., 2015; Liebl et al., 2021). Channel slopes in m/m are

calculated for each cell and for cells with a threshold flow accumulation area of 1 km2 by a standard single flow algorithm

(D8) implemented in Topotoolbox (Schwanghart and Kuhn, 2010; Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014). The channel slopes are

following the steepest descend along the flow paths. Local relief is computed by subtracting the maximum from the minimum535

topography within a sliding window with a radius of 1000 m. Elevation values for calculating the channel slopes and local

relief are binned in width of 50 m, while mean and percentiles (P25, P50 and P75) of the channel slopes and local relief are

individually computed for each bin.
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Figure 11. Glacier bed elevation chances with glacial occupation time. Squares, circles and triangles represent characteristic positions in

lower, middle and upper reach of the glacier. The exact position of the data logger is shown in Fig. 6. Each marker represents the average of

16 cells (i.e. 0.16 km2), the error bars indicate minimum and maximum values.

The initial topography is characterized by a channel slope-elevation distribution with a narrow interquartile range at all

elevations and maximum slopes below 0.4. After a first distinct increase in channel slope close to the base level, mean slopes are540

slowly but continuously increasing with elevation from 0.25 to 0.3 up to the highest domains. There we observe a small decrease

towards the model boundaries (Fig.12a,b - red lines). The increase in mean slope with elevation reflects the relationship of

channel slope and catchment size and a shift towards smaller catchment sizes with increasing elevation. Since the lowest

parts of the landscape are dominated by the trunk valley, the channel slopes are initially very low and then rise rapidly once

valley flanks are part of the elevation level under consideration. Taking a subset with catchment sizes larger 1 km2 mean545

channel slopes are in general smaller but show the same altitudinal trend (Fig.12a,b - blue lines). As soon as glacial erosion

starts reshaping the fluvial topography, the mean and interquartile range of slope increase above an altitude of 800 m in both

models. This trend amplifies with ongoing glacial occupation (see supplementary videos - video02-OpenLEM and video02-

iSOSIA) and after 100 ka, the topography shows a slope maximum between 2000 and 2400 m (Fig. 12a,b). The shape of the

resulting slope-elevation distributions of both models is quite similar. However, the topography that results from the OpenLEM550

simulation features a greater increase in mean channel slope with elevation compared to those of iSOSIA. The increasing

spread with elevation between the first and third slope quartile tantamount to the altitudinal-depended increase of flat and very
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steep landforms is larger in OpenLEM than in iSOSIA (Fig. 12a,b - error bars). The median values in OpenLEM are further

below its mean values than in iSOSIA.

These deviations among the two models represent differences in the valley geometries with flat floors and steep flanks555

in OpenLEM and smooth rounded glacial troughs getting continuously steeper from the valley floors towards the flanks in

iSOSIA. This is on the one hand due to the different approaches to describe glacial erosion (i.e. governed by the flow of ice

in iSOSIA and parametrized in OpenLEM) but on the other hand also due to technical limitations of iSOSIA handling steep

landforms, where slopes greater 1 lead to a dramatic decrease in numerical efficiency and ultimately to numerical instability.

Defining a threshold slope of 1 avoid such technical issues but causes steep topography (i.e. valley flanks) to decay quickly560

by mass diffusion. As a result, iSOSIA loses the ability to form largely vertical valley flanks, landforms that are, however,

characteristic of most iconic glacial landscapes on Earth. As qualitatively shown on valley long and cross-sectional profiles,

spatial variations of the glacial erosion pattern change the local relief from the original fluvial to the resulting glacial landscapes.

The original topography shows a strong increase in mean relief at low elevations up to 400 m followed by a slow steady increase

up to an altitude of about 2400 m. At highest elevations (at the northern model boundary) mean relief drops (Fig.12c,d - red565

lines). In both models, 100 ka of glacial erosion caused a similar increase of local relief compared to the initial landscape at

all elevation levels, with the highest increase from mid to high altitudes (Fig.12c,d - black and blue lines). Small discrepancies

between the models result from model-dependent differences in valley geometry, with the almost vertical valley flanks in

OpenLEM leading to higher local relief at mid-high elevations.

The altitudinal correlation of erosion is consistent with changes in relief and channel slope-elevation distributions (Fig.12e,f).570

Up to an elevation of 1200 m, mean cumulative erosion increases slightly, but does not exceed 100 m in both models. Mean cu-

mulative erosion strongly increases above the ELA (1330 m) with maximum values exceeding 250 m at mid-altitudes (1800 m).

At high elevations, erosion in iSOSIA remains consistently high, while in OpenLEM it decreases continuously toward the sum-

mit region. While the mean cumulative erosion is similar in both models, the spread between the first and third quartiles is larger

in OpenLEM. We observe a clear trend that the iSOSIA model is more erosive at the highest elevations.575

4.3 Experiment 1.3: nonlinear erosion law

As discussed in Sect. 2.1, the uncertainty in describing glacial erosion quantitatively even concerns the l in Eq. 6. Therefore,

we also tested the value l = n= 2 suggested by Herman et al. (2015) and Koppes et al. (2015)), which means that the erosion

rate increases quadratically with the sliding velocity instead of linearly. We kept all parameter values of both models except

for the factors Ka (iSOSIA) and Kg (OpenLEM). These factors were adjusted in such a way that the total volume eroded over580

100 ka is close to that of the respective linear model. For iSOSIA, we set the erosion constant Ka to 10−5 m−1 a instead of

Ka = 2× 10−4. The ratio of these two values, 20 ma−1, tells us that the erosion is stronger for l = 2 than for l = 1 at sliding

velocities above 20 m a−1 and vice versa. For OpenLEM, we used Kg = 24 m−1Ma−1 instead of Kg = 19 Ma−1.

The respective erosion patterns are shown in Fig. 13. While the large-scale patterns are not affected strongly by the choice

l = n= 2, distinct differences occur along the large glaciers. The erosion predicted by iSOSIA becomes more heterogeneous585

with several patches where more than 500 m are eroded. These occur preferably at inside bends of the valley. Consequently,
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Figure 12. Altitudinal changes in topography. (a) and (b) show channel slope-elevation distributions of iSOSIA and OpenLEM and (c)

and (d) present local relief - elevation distributions with local relief as the difference of maximum and minimum elevation within a sliding

window with a radius of 1000 m. Red and black solid lines represent mean values for the original fluvial and the resulting glacial landscape,

respectively. Thin bars show the interquartile range. Blue solid (glacial landscape) and dashed (original landscape) lines show mean values

representing the drainage system (A > 1 km2). Mean values and the interquartile range of all plots are derived from elevation bins with a bin

size of 50 m. (e) - (f) Altitudinal correlation of erosion. Each blue dot represents the cumulative erosion of a single cell. Black lines indicate

the mean accumulated erosion and black bars represent the interquartile range for the respective elevation slice.
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iSOSIA makes the valleys more straight in map view and thus shorter for l = 2, while the course of the valleys is governed by

the initial cardinal flow line in OpenLEM under all conditions.

Flattening of the valley floor takes places even faster for n= 2 in OpenLEM, although it was already faster than in iSOSIA

for n= 1. In turn, the erosion along the cardinal flow line decreases and is finally much weaker than in iSOSIA. This difference590

in the long profiles may be more relevant than the patches of strong erosion, which are mainly a horizontal shift of the valleys.

Overall, it must be pointed out that the differences between the two considered models increase if a nonlinear erosion law is

used, although the discrepancies in the large-scale erosion patterns still seem to be not crucial.

Figure 13. Differences in the evolving erosion pattern with n and l = 1 or 2 of OpenLEM and iSOSIA, respectively. Contour spacing is 100

m.

5 Experiment 2 – V to U shape conversion

The geometry of glacial valleys with their characteristic U-shaped cross-sections represents one of the most striking features595

of glacial erosion in mountain landscapes. The width of glaciers and thus also that of their confining valleys increases with

ice flux. This results in a relationship between valley width and catchment size of the glacier scaled by precipitation. Here we

test OpenLEM’s ability to gradually form glacial valley cross sections from fluvial ones with duration of glacial occupation.

Therefore, we compare cross-sectional shapes and the rates of transformation from a fluvial to a glacial geometry of OpenLEM
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with those of iSOSIA. Experiments were conducted with different precipitation rates to investigate how the resulting valley600

width increases with ice flux in both model approaches. To isolate the effect of valley widening and deepening as function

of ice flux, we use a simple topographic structure mimicking a single fluvial valley with a concave longitudinal profile and a

V-shaped cross-sectional form with straight flanks (Fig. 14). The valley structure and its elevation is given by

H(x,y) = ∆H
(

1−
( x
L

)b)
+ ∆R

(
2|y|
W

)
, (12)

where ∆H = 2250 m andR= 750 m are the relief in the longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively. The valley features605

a length of L = 40 km and width of W = 4 km. The exponent b is set to 0.5 and controls the concavity of the longitudinal

profile. The application of the best fit parameters for the glacier mass-balance and the scaling of glacier width and ice thickness

as determined in Section 4.2 results in glacier fronts, which fairly align in both models for a wide range of precipitation rates.

To study the continuous evolution of glacial valley cross sections, we choose a cross sectional profile at the upper reach (at

6 km). This guarantees a continual ice flow over the entire duration of the simulation for all investigated precipitation rates.610

Although glacial erosion gradually lowers the contributing area upstream the cross section, the ice surface area remains entirely

above the ELA causing an fairly constant ice flux over the duration of glacial erosion.
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Figure 14. Evolution of cross sections as a function of precipitation rate (p = 1, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1) for (a) - (d) iSOSIA and (e) - (h) OpenLEM.

The black line is the initial profile. The four red lines are after 5, 25, 50, and 75 ka. The lines turn from black to red with time. The ice

surfaces are shown for the same time steps as dashed blue lines.

In both models, erosion is focused at the valley flanks, resulting in a wide, flat-bottomed trough with steep sides (Fig. 14).

Valley widening and valley deepening scale consistently in both models with the precipitation rate and hence the ice flux.
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However, the resulting geometry of the trough and the rates of adaptation to this geometry differ between the two models. These615

model-specific differences are consistently observed in the experiments assuming dry and wet conditions with precipitation

rates ranging from 0.1 to 1 m a−1.

In iSOSIA, we observe a continuous glacial transformation with a smooth, low-gradient ice surface and a valley that grows

with a fairly steady pace in width and depth. This results in rounded, parabolic cross-sections (Fig. 14a-d). The initial ice

surface in OpenLEM parallels the bedrock topography due to laterally extending the ice thickness of the cardinal flow line620

(uppermost dashed blue line in Fig. 14e,f). Hence, the ice surface shows large gradients at the valley flanks. In combination

with the same ice thickness as along the cardinal flow line leads to high erosion rates and as a consequence to a rapid widening

of the valley floor (uppermost red line in Fig. 14e,f). The shape of the valley and of the ice surface adjusts as long as the

transverse slope is considerably larger than the longitudinal slope of the cardinal flow line. Compared to iSOSIA, this leads

to a significantly faster transformation from the original V-shaped valley towards a valley with a fairly flat floor confined by625

almost vertical flanks.

Apart from the valley geometry, the rates of erosion observed at the centre of the valley agree well in both models. At a

precipitation rate of p= 1 m a−1, OpenLEM predicts an approximately 20 % higher erosion rate compared to iSOSIA through-

out the simulation period. The difference decreases towards dry conditions and vanishes for p= 0.1 m a−1. As discussed in

Sect. 4.1, OpenLEM tends to overestimate erosion rates for thick glaciers since ice deformation is neglected.630

Despite the model-specific differences in valley geometry, the resulting valley widths agree quite well in both models. In

OpenLEM, the valley width measured at the base of the glacier trough decreases from about 1.5 km for p= 1 m a−1 to

0.75 km for p= 0.1 m a−1 (lowermost red lines in Fig. 14e,f). Owing to the almost vertical walls, the width increases by less

than 100 m from the bottom to the valley shoulder. The scaling of the glacier width p is an immediate consequence of the

parameterization of the width by the ice flux in OpenLEM. Using the default value α= 0.3 for the exponent in Eq. 8, the width635

becomes proportional to p0.3. Then one decade in p changes the width by a factor of 100.3 = 2, as observed above.

Due to its parabolic shape, the glacial trough emerging in iSOSIA increases in width from the valley floor towards the valley

shoulder. Measured at the valley shoulder, however, the valley width of iSOSIA and OpenLEM simulations are well in line for

a given precipitation rate and hence consistent ice flux. The deviations are all within ten meters, and there is no tendency for

them to increase or decrease with increasing p. Hence, the consistent increase in valley width with increasing ice flux remains640

valid for a wide precipitation range representing dry p = 0.1 m a−1 and wet p = 1 m a−1 conditions (Fig. 14).

The results of this section confirm that the parameterization of the glacier width and the calibration of the erodibility holds

for a considerable range in ice fluxes. At large ice fluxes, neglecting the deformation of ice leads to a moderate overestimation

of the erosion at the center. As the most important difference, the cross-sectional shape of the valleys differ strongly, and the

final shape is approached in OpenLEM much faster than in iSOSIA.645
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6 Experiment 3 – the next step: large-scale simulations over several glacial cycles

In our third experiment, we take advantage of the superior computational performance of OpenLEM by performing a mountain-

range wide simulation over several cycles of glaciation. While such purposes are hardly solvable by iSOSIA due to the high

computational effort, the performance of OpenLEM with its glacial stream power approach allows such experiments, provided

that the limitations mentioned above are within an acceptable margin for the specific research question. Phenomenological650

models such as OpenLEM are beneficial for examining the parameter space for erosion, transport, and deposition. This can be

used to answer questions related to predicting the response of orogenic relief to increasing fluvial or glacial erosion rates.

For understanding such a coupled fluvial-glacial system and its potential imprint in the present-day topography, transport

and deposition of sediments are particularly relevant. OpenLEM is not limited to fluvial and glacial incision, but also able

to simulate sediment transport at almost the same numerical efficiency. Sediment transport is implemented in OpenLEM in655

the form of the shared stream-power model, which was introduced by Hergarten (2020) and discussed in detail by Hergarten

(2021b). It is a generic model based on the idea that the stream-power term AmSn (Eq. 1) is used jointly by erosion and

sediment transport in the form

E

Kd
+

Q

KtA
=AmSn. (13)

where Q is the sediment flux (volume per time). In contrast to the SPIM (Eq. 1), which uses a single parameter for the erodi-660

bility, the shared stream-power model involves two parameters Kd and Kt with the same physical units, where Kd describes

the ability to erode the bedrock and Kt the ability to transport sediment. The shared stream-power model is used here in the

most recent version proposed by Hergarten (2022). This version switches to a fully transport-limited model, characterized by

Kd→∞, at sites where sediment is deposited. This means that the sediment flux can never exceed the transport capacity

Qc =KtA
m+1Sn, so that it avoids an artificially long transport range in combination with low rates of deposition.665

The shared stream-power model is mathematically equivalent to the ξ-q model proposed by Davy and Lague (2009), except

for the transition to the transport-limited model in the regime of deposition. The ratio of Kd and Kt takes the same value

as the nondimensional sediment deposition coefficient in the ξ-q model (Θ or G, depending on the notation). This relation

helps to constrain the values of Kd and Kt. We adopt the value 1.6 for their ratio estimated from steady-state topographies by

Guerit et al. (2019) and assume Kd,f = 6.5 Ma−1 and Kt,f = 4.0625 Ma−1, where the subscript f refers to the fluvial model.670

The absolute values were adjusted in such a way that fluvial equilibrium topographies under uniform uplift are the same as

for the SPIM with the erodbility K = 2.5 Ma−1 assumed by Robl et al. (2017). While OpenLEM can also simulate glacial

sediment transport using the shared stream-power model, we stay at the detachment-limited version (Kt,g→∞) with the

value Kd,g = 19 Ma−1 used in the previous experiments. The treatment of cells that are partly covered by ice (fluvio-glacial

processes) was described in detail by Hergarten (2021a).675

The model domain consists of 3000 × 2000 cells with a cellsize of 100 m (Fig. 15). While the southern and northern

boundaries are kept at zero elevation, periodic boundary conditions are used at the western and eastern boundaries. A uniform

uplift rate (U = 0.625mm a−1) was assumed and the respective fluvial steady-state topography was used as an initial state. In

contrast to the previous experiments, uplift is maintained over the entire simulation covering 10 cycles of glaciation.
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The fluvial steady-state topography features a contiguous, largely west-east trending central ridge line (representing the680

principal drainage divide) with a maximum elevation of 3365 m (Fig. 15a). Since steady-state topographies under uniform

uplift are the same as for the SPIM (Eq. 1), the so-called normalized steepness index

ksn =AθS =
(
U

K

) 1
n

= 250 m (14)

is constant in the entire mountain range for θ = m
n = 0.5. Since ksn is directly proportional to the channel slope S, maps of ksn

reveal where and how much the valley long profiles have become steeper or less steep compared to the fluvial equilibrium to-685

pography. The middle column of Fig. 15 shows maps of ksn, where only sites with a catchment sizeA≥ 10 km2 are considered

for clarity.

As in natural mountain ranges, the landscape is composed of catchments of various sizes and elevation distributions. This

allows for investigating the impact of glacial-interglacial periods on large-scale topographic properties but also the topographic

control of the initial fluvial mountain topography on the erosion process via the feedback of changing mountain hypsometry690

and ice production. To mimic alpine glaciation, we introduce strong climate modulations that switch from cold glacial to warm

fluvial conditions and thereby control the waxing and waning of glaciers. Mass balance parameters are chosen to result in

symmetric 100 ka climate cycles in which the ELA varies sinusoidally with a period of 2π between 1950 and 2950 m. All

other climatic parameters were adopted from the calibration performed in Sect. 4.2.

The longitudinal extent of the glaciers in the individual valleys shows strong variations, in particular during the first period695

of glaciation (t= 50 ka, Fig. 15d). It is related to the high sensitivity to the glacial mass balance already observed in Sect. 4.2.

There it was found that even small changes in the model describing the melt rate strongly affect the glacial extent, so that it had

to be adjusted carefully in order to keep the two models consistent. Similarly, size and shape of the individual catchment have a

strong influence on the mass balance. In this example, the longest glacier indeed occurs in the largest catchment, but some other

large catchments experience little glaciation. So there seem to be properties beyond the catchment size that are responsible for700

the susceptibility to strong glaciation. In particular, the supply of ice by tributaries with high-elevation catchments may help

the glaciers to persist over long distances. However, recognizing which catchments are particularly prone to massive glaciation

from the fluvial topography alone (Fig. 15a) is not trivial and would go beyond the scope of this study.

In particular during the first glaciation cycle, a rapid transformation from fluvial to glacial valley geometries occurs, which

is indicated by distinct deviations in ksn from fluvial steady state conditions Fig. 15e). Ice-covered trunk valleys show pre-705

dominantly a decrease in channel steepness (with some local exceptions at the confluence of tributaries), while the ice-free

continuation of these valleys indicate a valley steepening. There is no clear trend towards steeper or less steep channels in the

middle reaches but a distinct decrease in channel steepness in the headwater regions. The cause of changing channel metrics is

clearly glacial erosion, but surprisingly it is not the incision of major valleys but the deposition of glacier-borne sediments that

come mainly from the valley flanks. The sediment flux at the glacier terminus exceeds the transport capacity of the contigu-710

ous river by far and causes extensive deposition of glacial sediments at the transition from the glacier to the river. Advancing

glaciers overrun this thick layer of sediment, erode it again, but bedrock incision occurs only at the headwaters. This char-

acteristic sequence of deposition and erosion, well known in natural glacio-fluvial systems, can be observed strikingly along
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the largest valley (Fig. 15f). Over more than 200 km of the lower reaches, and thus more than 90 % of the main valley, are

still covered by more than 100 m thick sediments at the first glacial maximum (FGM). This results in a valley floor being715

significantly higher than those at the fluvial steady state. Note that uplift amounts only about 30 m from the simulation start to

the FGM. The high ksn-segment close to the outlet marks the transition from the sediment-filled valley to the stable base level

of the model boundary.

With climate warming, the glaciers have largely retreated at t = 100 ka and fluvial incision dominates the evolution of

mountain topography (Fig. 15g-i). However, fluvial erosion shows strong spatial variations. The steep river segments that720

originally formed near the model boundary feature erosion rates distinctly exceeding uplift rates. As the rivers erode the

sediments, the steep segments migrate upstream and leave behind steady state channel segments in downstream direction.

Further upstream, the valleys are characterised by flat valley floors indicating hundreds of meters of valley infill. Due to the

low channel length gradients in these sections fluvial erosion is almost zero which eventually leads to an increase in the

elevation of the upper reaches.725

Further glacial cycles successively reduce the area at high elevations, leading to a substantial decrease in ice production, and

ultimately to smaller glacial advances at the peak of the cold period (Fig. 15j-l, see also supplementary video - video03). After

ten glacial cycles (t = 950 ka), large parts of the mountain range are controlled by fluvial erosion even during cold climate

conditions. As the extent of glacial occupation is much smaller than during the first glacial cycle and glacial valley widening is

largely completed with the first glaciation, sediment delivery from the glaciers to the rivers is distinctly reduced, which leads to730

the situation that large parts of the drainage system are at or close to fluvial steady state. Channels at mid-altitudes with glaciers

in their headwaters are still distinctly affected by the delivery of sediments, and hence systematically steeper as both uplift and

sediment delivery rate have to be balanced by the fluvial erosion rate. In contrast, headwaters which are directly affected by

glacial erosion show a reduced channel steepness (Fig. 15k).

However, these results should be interpreted cautiously. In our experiment, we assume that the sediments have the same735

erodibility as the bedrock, which is most likely inaccurate, and overestimates the duration of excavating the valley fill strongly.

Furthermore, erosion by the glaciers is based entirely on detachment-limited conditions. However, it can be assumed that

transport-limited conditions prevail at least in some parts of the glacier where a till layer would protect the bed from further

erosion, resulting in lower sediment production overall. In this sense, further studies with different parameter sets are needed

to provide sufficient insight into the modeling of the complex system of joint fluvial and glacial mountain denudation, which740

is beyond the scope of this benchmark study.
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Figure 15. Glacial landscape transformation of a mountain range in fluvial equilibrium for ten 100 ka cycles. (a) Topography , (b) drainage

network color-codes for ksn of the original fluvial landscape and (c) long profile of the largest river. (d) - (l) shows changes in topography, in

the ksn pattern and in the long profiles at the first glacial maximum (50 ka), after the first cycle (100 ka) and at the tenth glacial maximum

(950 ka). The maximum ice cover of each cycle is highlighted in light blue and shown as a blue line in the longitudinal profiles, if present.

The long profile at fluvial steady state is shown in (f), (i), and (l) for comparison. Channels with a flow accumulation area larger than 10 km2

are considered for computing ksn-values.
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7 Scope, limitations, and perspectives

The implementation of glacial erosion in OpenLEM relies on several simplifications. While some of these simplifications are

approximations, some are rather ad-hoc assumptions.

The glacial stream-power model can be seen as the core of the model. This stream-power law was derived by simplifying745

existing relations for ice dynamics (flow and erosion) in combination with a parameterization of glacier width. As stated

by Hergarten (2021a), the parameterization of glacier width is not fully based on existing empirical relations, but relies on

intuition to some extent. However, our numerical results on glacier long profiles and glacier width are well in line with the

results obtained from iSOSIA. So the glacial stream-power law in itself seems not to introduce a major limitation for typical

alpine glaciers, at least not for the linear model (n= 1). Neglecting the deformation of ice in OpenLEM seems to be the most750

critical point here. It leads to a moderate overestimation of glacial erosion at large ice fluxes. This issue was already discussed

by Hergarten (2021a), and a possible solution was proposed in that study. Alternatively, the version of the glacial stream-power

law proposed by Deal and Prasicek (2021) avoids this problem. However, an extension in this direction is not yet available in

OpenLEM and could thus not be tested. On the other hand, the overestimation of erosion rates at large ice fluxes is not crucial

compared to the points discussed in the following.755

As a main result of our comparison, it turned out that the components around the glacial stream-power law are more critical

than the glacial stream-power law itself. While these components are necessary for setting up a 2-D landform evolution model,

they rely on ad-hoc assumptions to a large extent.

The model for the glacial mass balance, so for production and melting of ice, may be mentioned first in this context. The

default approach for melting implemented in OpenLEM turned out not to reproduce the pattern of glaciation predicted by760

iSOSIA. However, OpenLEM is not a all-in-one model that attempts to capture all influences on glacial erosion. In the spirit

of OpenLEM, the glacial mass balance is rather an external component. Therefore, OpenLEM offers users to define their

own models for the rate of melting. Our tests have shown that the model for the mass balance implemented in iSOSIA can

be transferred to OpenLEM reasonably well. In any case, however, the glacial occupation and the resulting erosion are very

sensitive to the mass balance, which also applies to iSOSIA (Pedersen and Egholm, 2013). Hence, a model-based reconstruction765

of the glacial history of real orogens is challenging and involves considerable uncertainties even without taking into account

topographic changes (Seguinot et al., 2018). In the realm of simulations starting from synthetic topographies, however, these

uncertainties are not crucial as long as the fundamental interactions between glacial erosion and topography are captured fairly

well. In this context, the main difference between the two models is that iSOSIA derives the mass balance directly from more

or less well constrained climatic parameters, while users of OpenLEM are rather left alone in defining the model for the mass770

balance. However, the calibration obtained in Sect. 4.2 may be helpful for future studies.

The most serious limitations of OpenLEM arise from the simplified treatment of the ice surface. While physically based

numerical models of ice flow consider the free ice surface as a variable, OpenLEM adopts a numerical scheme originally

designed for fluvial erosion, where the deviation of the free water surface from the topography is neglected. The numerical

scheme was extended in OpenLEM in such a way that the ice surface is not necessarily parallel to the topography. As the ice775
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thickness, however, is parameterized by the ice flux, gradients of the bedrock topography and the overlying ice surface are

similar. Thus, the glaciers in OpenLEM are in their properties somehow between glaciers with a free surface (as in iSOSIA)

and artificially widened rivers. However, we must keep in mind that the applications for which OpenLEM was developed do

not explicitly require the simulation of ice patterns on a surface, but aim to predict the evolution of landforms on large scales.

As a main consequence of the simple parameterization, the thickness of the ice is constant across the valley, regardless of780

its shape. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, this results in valleys with a quite flat floor and almost vertical walls, while glacial valleys

simulated by iSOSIA a rather parabolic. However, iSOSIA is also not free of problems concerning the cross-sectional shape

of valleys. Since its numerical performance breaks down if landforms become steep, the slopes practically have to be limited

by adding hillslope processes to the model. Overall, the cross-sectional shape of valleys may be more realistic in iSOSIA than

in OpenLEM, but we should be careful when defining a reference shape. In addition, we should keep in mind that the erosion785

model used in iSOSIA is finally rather simple, which may also affect the shape of the valleys (e.g. Ugelvig et al., 2016; Egholm

et al., 2017; Bernard et al., 2021).

Beyond the cross-sectional shape of the valleys, the time scale of the conversion of a V-shaped fluvial valley into a U-shaped

glacial valley is an issue in OpenLEM. The constant ice thickness results in a steep inclination of the ice surface towards

the cardinal flow line and thus in high erosion rates during the early phase of glaciation. These erosion rates are considerably790

higher than in iSOSIA and lead to a faster transformation to a U-shaped valley. Although erosion rates are indeed assumed to be

high when topography is not yet adapted to glacial conditions (e.g., Harbor, 1992), it is difficult to evaluate the model-specific

differences because it is still unclear where individual processes and net erosion are most effective in natural landscapes (e.g.,

Alley et al., 2019). However, the speed of the adjustment is owing to adopting the glacial stream-power law for the across-

valley slope, which lacks a clear physical basis. Thus, the transformation into a U-shaped valley may be too fast in OpenLEM.795

Noteworthy, this is not a matter of calibrating parameter values since the time scale of adjustment is inherently linked to the

erosion along the cardinal flow line.

The fast transformation into U-shaped valleys also affects the glacial mass balance since the average elevation of the ice

surface across the valley decreases rapidly. As the glacial mass balance is very sensitive to this elevation, a strong retreat of the

glaciers is observed during the initial phase. This retreat is not unrealistic in itself and also occurs in iSOSIA, although weaker.800

In combination with the rapid change in cross-sectional shape, however, it results in a considerable part of the valley being

shaped by a short, but intense glaciation. This effect is in contrast to the prediction of iSOSIA and probably unrealistic.

In sum, assuming a constant ice thickness across the valleys appears to be the most important source of limitations in

OpenLEM. This simplification also affects the pattern of erosion along the valleys. Here the parameterization of the thickness

by the ice flux does not enforce a constant thickness, but still restricts the dynamic evolution of the ice surface. While this805

simple approach is able to predict overdeepened valleys at locations where the ice flux rapidly decreases downstream, it cannot

reproduce the smoothing effect of the ice surface. As a consequence, steep gradients in the ice surface may also occur along the

valley, which are transferred rapidly to the topography of the bedrock. Since the glacial stream-power law inherited concepts

from fluvial erosion, distinct knickpoints are formed and move upstream. This behavior is typical for rivers, but not observed

in simulations with iSOSIA. So some of the properties of glaciers in OpenLEM are closer to what we expect for rivers than to810
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what we expect for glaciers. However, the example with the artificial boundary condition investigated in Sect. 4.1 is extreme,

and we did not observe such strong effects in the subsequent scenarios. Nevertheless, effects of steep gradients in the ice surface

should be kept in mind as a potential source of artifacts and bear some potential for future improvement.

In the context of sudden changes, the steady-state approximation for the ice flux should also be questioned. It implies that

a rapid cooling immediately results in a fully developed pattern of glaciers. This concept was also inherited from the fluvial815

model. While effects of climatic changes on water fluxes indeed propagate almost instantaneously through rivers, the reference

simulations with iSOSIA show that the response times of glaciers to sudden climatic changes are rather hundreds to thousands

of years. Hence, high-frequency fluctuations in climate are strongly damped by the inertia of the natural system (Herman et al.,

2018), but this damping is not captured by OpenLEM. While it is not clear to what extent this is a problem for long-term

landform evolution, replacing the steady-state approximation in OpenLEM by a finite response time might also help to reduce820

the overestimation of the initial retreat of the glaciers. So introducing a finite response time may be another option for future

improvement.

The fundamental question concerning future developments of OpenLEM is whether extending it or improving the existing

components is more promising. At the present level, the implementation of glacial erosion in OpenLEM is some kind of

minimum model, while iSOSIA offers several extensions. Glacial hydrology is probably the most important extension since825

the fluid pressure at the bed has a strong influence on the sliding velocity and thus on glacial erosion (Herman et al., 2011;

Egholm et al., 2012). On the other hand reasonable results were also obtained from glacial erosion models without taking

into account hydrology explicitly (Harbor, 1992; Egholm et al., 2011; Braun et al., 1999; Braedstrup et al., 2016). Taking into

account the deformation of ice would be another useful extension. In turn, the results of our benchmarking experiments suggest

that working on the issues arising from the constant ice thickness across the valley is more urgent. It is, however, not yet clear830

whether this is possible without losing the simplicity and the high numerical performance of the current implementation.

Given that the limitations arising from the simple parameterization of the ice thickness cannot be overcome soon, we should

be clear what the fields of application of both models are in their present state.

While the numerical implementation of the glacial stream power law cannot be considered a comprehensive model for the

evolution of glacial landforms, it allows for a whole new group of experiments. It is therefore intended more as a complement835

to dynamic ice models such as iSOSIA. The latter allows the incorporation of sophisticated models for e.g., glacial hydrology,

basal sliding, sediment transport, thermal heat flow, and glacial erosion. However, describing the individual processes in detail

requires a large number of parameters. Empirical evidence to constrain these parameters is often lacking, which in turn limits

our ability to determine the controlling factors of how glaciers erode topography. In contrast, the glacial stream power law

as implemented in OpenLEM requires only a few parameters, which facilitates the interpretation of possible feedbacks and840

greatly improves the computational performance so that temporal and spatial scales are no longer limiting factors in modelling

glacial landform evolution.

The principal application field of OpenLEM is studying the relationship between glacier erosion, climate, and topography

at large spatial and temporal scales by roughly approximating the structure of alpine glacier networks (Fig.15). Small-scale

studies of form–process interactions that eventually improve our understanding of the evolution of individual glacial landforms845
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(e.g. Egholm et al., 2017; Bernard et al., 2021) are limited to models such as iSOSIA because they are able to adjust ice

flow and accurately resolve variations in basal shear stress as valley geometries change (Braedstrup et al., 2016). However,

benchmarking experiments (Sect. 4.2) have shown that, apart from local differences in erosion, the conversion of fluvial to

glacial landscapes produces a consistent glacial signal in topography in both models, which is also in agreement with natural

examples (e.g. Liebl et al., 2021; Robl et al., 2015, 2017).850

In this way, a simple model of glacial erosion, which has strong similarities to a model for fluvial erosion, provides an

opportunity to interpret the evolutionary state of glacial imprinted mountain topography. Filling this research gap in the field of

tectonic geomorphology is urgently needed, because so far there are only few approaches that provide theory (Headley et al.,

2012; Prasicek et al., 2020; Deal and Prasicek, 2021) and application (Pedersen et al., 2010; Liebl et al., 2021; Robl et al.,

2015). The use of artificial topographies with well-defined conditions may ultimately contribute to a better understanding of855

climate variability in the context of mountain hypsometry.

The seamless coupling of fluvial and glacial processes enables the investigation of the regional effects of glaciation on

sediment transport and deposition, flexural isostasy, and orographic precipitation over millions of years. As briefly shown in

(Fig. 15), the filling of the glacier forefield exerts a major influence on the topography. While characteristic depositional and

erosional sequences of these glacio-fluvial sedimentary deposits have been known qualitatively for more than a century (e.g.860

Penck, 1905), their signal can now be systematically studied with numerical landform models on large spatial and temporal

scales.

8 Conclusions

The stream-power law for glacial erosion and its implementation into the 2-D landform evolution model OpenLEM (Hergarten,

2021a) were recently developed with special relevance for understanding the large scale topographic signature of glacial ero-865

sion in alpine regions. Even though the ice flow dynamics are not directly computed, OpenLEM performs well in describing the

fluvial to glacial landscape transformation. Benchmark experiments against the higher-order ice sheet model iSOSIA (Egholm

et al., 2011) show that both models produce a consistent glacial topographic signal with U-shaped valley cross-sections and

a valley length geometry with flat valley floors and distinct knickpoints at ice-confluences. Erosion rates and the altitudinal

adjustment of channel slopes and relief with glacial occupation time are largely consistent in both models. The major uncer-870

tainties are due to the explicit treatment of the valley shape in OpenLEM. The parameterization of the glacier width inhibits

the investigation of feedbacks between form and processes at small scales. However, the consistency of characteristic glacial

valley long profiles in both models provide a solid basis to investigate the topographic signal of glacial erosion at the scale of a

mountain range. So far, large temporal and spatial scales in concert with a high spatial resolution have been limiting factors in

modelling glacial landform evolution. The glacial stream-power law implemented in OpenLEM has only a moderately larger875

computational effort than its fluvial counterpart. Hence, it is by orders of magnitude more efficient than the also very efficient

iSOSIA models. The superior computational performance allows for mountain range-scale simulations in a coupled glacial–

fluvial system over several glacial–interglacial cycles (Fig. 15) on standard desktop computers. The first promising results of
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this study indicate new research avenues by exploring the influence of tectonics and climate on mountain topography and the

supporting crust over the million years’ time scale.880

Code and data availability. Codes and results of the simulations are available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6557805. The latest version

of the open-source landform evolution model OpenLEM is freely available at http://hergarten.at/openlem. The authors are happy to assist

interested readers in reproducing the results and performing subsequent research.

Video supplement. The video supplement includes the time-dependent simulations of the developing overdeepenings of experiment 1.1

(video01), and the respective landscape evolution of experiments 1.2 (video02-OpenLEM and video02-iSOSIA) and 3 (video03). It is avail-885

able online at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6557805.
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Appendix A: Model components

Table A1. Stream-power law of glacial erosion

Model components
Symbol Description Unit

A drainage area m2

h ice thickness m

S ice surface slope dimensionless

Ai catchment-size equivalent of ice flux m2

w width of the glacier m

Hi ice surface elevation m

pi ice production rate m a−1

OpenLEM parameter
Parameter Description Value

U Uplift rate 0 mm a−1 (0.625 mm a−1 in Sec. 6)

Kd, f fluvial erosion constant ∼ 0 (6.5 Ma−1 in Sec. 6)

Kt, f fluvial transport constant ∼∞ (4.0625 Ma−1 in Sec. 6)

Kg glacial erosion constant 19 Ma−1

Kt, g glacial transport constant ∼∞ a−1

m stream-power exponent 0.5

n stream-power exponent 1

α width scaling exponent 0.3

a width factor 150 m0.4

δ tickness-to-width ratio 0.25

He Equilibrium line altitude 1330 (1950− 2950 m in Sec. 6)

Hf Full ice altitude 1830 (2450− 3450 m in Sec. 6)
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Appendix B: Supplementary Figures895

a) Transverse profiles at y = 3 km (OpenLEM)
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d) Transverse profiles at y = 10 km (iSOSIA)
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f) Transverse profiles at y = 20 km (iSOSIA)
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Figure B1. Time series of the evolution of the transverse profiles in the OpenLEM and iSOSIA experiment (Sec. 4.1) at 3 , 10 and 20 km

upstream of the longitudinal swath profile.
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Figure B2. Differences in the evolving topography based on the width factor of the initial ice configuration of experiment (Sec. 4.2). (a) -

(c) Evolving topographies with varying width factors (a = 125, 150 and 175 m0.4) after 100 ka. (d) - (f) Ice configuration after 4 ka for each

width factor. The same width to depth ratio of 0.25 is used in all three experiments. Spacing of contour lines in (a) - (c) is 200 m.
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a) Transverse profiles at y = 25 km "OpenLEM"
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d) Transverse profiles at y = 30 km "iSOSIA"
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f) Transverse profiles at y = 35 km "iSOSIA"
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Figure B3. Time series of the evolution of the transverse profiles in the iSOSIA and OpenLEM experiment (Sec. 4.2) at different positions

upstream the valley.
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